
Badminton Club Practice Plans 
 Members 

 An estimate of 10 members 
 Social Distancing Measures 

 Masks will be required at all practices with individual equipment as well 
 Players will only be allowed to play singles on each court to maintain social 

distancing rules among individuals 
 There are enough courts where everyone can stay on a side of one court by 

themselves if not playing (8 courts = 16 sides which is more than the estimated 
number of players we have) 

 As badminton is a racquet sport, so no physical contact is needed to play and all 
physical contact will be prohibited during practice 

 Any individual who violates the aforementioned rules will be given two warnings 
 After two warnings, consequences such as a practice ban or other 

measure may be enacted depending on the severity of the warnings (i.e. 
standing a little too close vs. direct contact) 

 Responsibilities 
 Equipment: Each player must bring their own racket and birdies that only they 

can use - no exceptions allowed!!! 
 Nets and Poles: Provided by the recs 
 Check-ins: A google form will be used to keep track and serve as a back-up of 

check-ins for each player during practice by the officer present 
 The officer responsible for check-ins will depend on an availability basis 

 i.e. Officer A is responsible for check-ins. If unable to attend 
practice, officer B is responsible for check-ins. If both A and B are 
unavailable, then officer C will be responsible for check-ins and so 
on.  

 All members must be on the Badminton Club’s roster on the club 
management page. The officer responsible for check-in must mark 
them off on website before allowed to practice.  

 Wellness check for symptoms of covid-19 will be conducted on each of 
the players before allowing them to enter the courts as well 

 A google form has also been created for players to log their daily wellness 
and any interaction with a covid-positive individual (if there is an issue 
noticed, we will update them on proper quarantine procedure and will not 
allow them in practice) 

 Social Distancing: Each member is responsible for keeping a 6 foot distance from 
others at all times, however, officers will also be responsible for reminding 
members as well with warnings 

 


